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certain amount of credibility where I can
open and not feel quite so nervous, because
people expect me to be able to cook well, or
at least engender a group around me that
can cook well, and pull it off. The cocktail
world looks at me and goes, ‘Who the f---
are you? You’re a chef. One, why are you
coming into our world? and two, why do
you think you can make a good drink?’ ”

Because, to be generous, he’s a novice.
Neither Achatz nor Craig Schoettler,

whom he plucked from Alinea’s staff to
head Aviary’s cocktail program, has any
experience behind the bar, which allows
them to establish their drink-making
parameters — and train their staff — from
the ground up. There are no preconceived
notions about who can make the best man-
hattan. 

Achatz says Schoettler was adamant
from day one that Aviary’s drink-making
staff members learn the foundation of
classic cocktails, in the same way that all
chefs should learn how to make veal stock
and truss a chicken.

“We couldn’t be bartenders and open up
a restaurant and not know how to make
chicken stock,” Schoettler says. “We need
to know what came before us.” He’s seated
next to Achatz, who gestures to the restau-
rant’s offices and mentions that as we talk,
eight Alinea cooks are taking a test on 80
classic cocktails. Those eight cooks will be
Aviary’s drink-makers.

Contrary to rumors, those drinks are
neither the edible, alcoholic amuse-bouch-
es you find at Alinea nor exorbitantly
priced esoteric tipples of The Future. 

They will range from around $12 to $25,
and they will somewhat resemble cocktails
you know, with a creative twist: An old-
fashioned is served in a rocks glass, but its
ice is molded into the shape of an intact
eggshell, the drink secured inside it. To
consume the drink, one must crack the ice
to free the booze. A negroni is enhanced
with black-truffle oil; a hot chocolate is

finished with the nostalgic scent of to-
bacco.

Those drinks will all be served in Avi-
ary’s main room, which seats 64 and will
focus on forward-thinking cocktails.

A tiny downstairs bar, which seats just
15, will reflect cocktails’ roots dating to
before Prohibition, back when drinks were
concocted in pharmacies to cure ails.
Those drinks, Schoettler says, will be built
from single-note tinctures (he has amassed
170 so far), constructed “as if we have a
spice cabinet at the bar. We’ll make a cock-
tail, and if it needs a softer spice to it, we
can re-season it.”

“It gives the bartender the ultimate
dealer’s choice,” Achatz says, “where you
are really, truly handcrafting (a drink) in
the way that you control its outcome. You
can add bitterness, sweetness, et cetera.
It’s ultimate control.”

Control is the reason Achatz is opening
two venues at once. Were Aviary’s cocktail
program lumped into Next’s dining pro-
gram, there wouldn’t be as intense a focus.
And if Achatz is anything, it’s intense.

“That’s the thing with Aviary that I get
so excited about,” Achatz says. “Soup to

nuts, it’s about cocktails. Yeah, there will
be (small bites) food. But it’s about drink-
ing artisan cocktails; it’s about crafts-
manship in a drink. Everything revolves
around that: the way the tables are laid
out, the specific seating areas. The fact that

Defining Aviary
Bartenders
Absent, save for the downstairs bar.
Instead, eight drink-makers will be
stationed out of reach like line cooks, while
servers will attend to customers’ needs.

Daiquiri
The first drink ever made by Aviary’s Craig
Schoettler, a chef by trade, who
apprenticed under The Violet Hour’s Troy
Sidle. In return, Schoettler taught Sidle
how to cook.

Sod
One of several organic-material “palettes”
on which drinks will be served exclusively

in Aviary’s standing-room gallery area,
ordered by the table. 

2,046
The number of quarter-inch-diameter ice
pellets produced in one of
designer/sculptor Martin Kastner’s
custom-made ice molds, which add chilly
texture to drinks such as the hurricane.

Porthole
Adopted name for the custom glassware
designed for infusing spirits. Its spout
releases only a small amount of liquid at a
time, forcing the drinker to savor each new
pour.
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we eliminated the ability for you to walk
up and order a drink, there’s a reason for
that: We’re trying to focus on what’s in that
glass.”

lviera@tribune.com

lenges — for one, the sky-high expecta-
tions of following a three-Michelin starred
restaurant by cooking from a seminal but
outdated book. Since the book was pub-
lished in 1902, kitchen technology has
improved and tastes have evolved — cocks-
comb and bunting, a type of bird, have
fallen out of favor — and what was once
palatable might be considered a cream
bomb today.

“It’s such a struggle between true
authenticity versus the deliciousness
factor,” said Beran, most recently Alinea’s
chef de cuisine. “Ultimately, we’re trying to
be a great restaurant. We’re trying to have
our own identity, to produce the best food
of that style as we can.”

Unless you’re a French culinary histori-
an, or you ate at the Ritz or Maxim’s in 1906
Paris, there’s little you — or the chefs —
can do today to gauge authenticity. The
Next team pored over dozens of books in
their research, and discovered few photo-
graphs existed of what dishes looked like,
or how they were plated.

“I’ve been making it a priority to cook in
a very progressive genre, and when you’re
asked to stop doing that and re-create
something that’s old, it’s actually really
hard and feels very unnatural to us,”
Achatz said. “Putting food on a plate that’s
not representative of who you are, person-
ally, stylistically, it’s weird. It’s not what we
do everyday. So it’s been incredibly educa-
tional to everybody.”

At a recent practice dinner at Alinea, the
culinary team cooked through Next’s
14-course kitchen table menu, a meal that
spanned four-plus hours. This menu will
be offered to just one table of six each night
(the standard dining room menu will be
six courses long).

If authenticity was an unknown, the
dishes were certainly evocative. Osetra
caviar served with Yukon Gold blinis
(Recipe 952) arrived after hors d’oeuvres;
turtle consomme was course No. 4 (Recipe

907); foie gras a la Strasbourgeoise — a
torchon of duck liver baked inside a bri-
oche loaf — was the final savory course
(Recipe 3495).

The centerpiece was the Caneton Rou-
ennais a la Presse — which as described in
Escoffier (Recipe 3476) — calls for roast
duckling served with a reduction of bran-
dy, red wine, plus duck jus extracted from a
nickel-plated press. (The antique duck
press was purchased from a restaurant in
Maine for several thousand dollars.) Beran
cooked the duck sous vide in an immer-
sion circulator, before theatrically carving
it tableside. He reduced with cognac in
place of brandy, and grilled the legs.

As for the sunchoke soup, Beran decided
to take the Escoffier recipe as inspiration.
He now finishes with Banyuls vinegar,
cognac and lemon, and eliminated the egg
yolk liaison used to thicken the soup.

“Some expert from Paris is going to say
this is all completely wrong; for sure it’s
going to happen,” Kokonas said at the
dinner postmortem. “People are going to

have opinions. But that’s a good thing.”
Achatz jumped in: “At the end of the day,

who really knows what Escoffier’s food
was like? We can do our due diligence and
really look at the cuisine, its history, its
current state of gastronomy and project
what we think it might be like. We have
responsibilities as cooks today, just as
Escoffier did 100 years ago, to utilize every
tool we have to uphold his philosophy.”

Kokonas and Achatz have been ap-
proached about expanding to Las Vegas,
Dubai, Tokyo and New York City, but have
turned down all offers. They did not want
to clone another Alinea.

What makes Next interesting is that it’s
both a sequel and not a sequel: Whereas
Alinea’s cuisine was inextricably identi-
fied with Achatz, Next is an interpretation
of others, a history lesson and an attempt
at a transformative experience to another
time and place. Its quarterly reinvention is
a way of avoiding the inevitable compari-
sons to Alinea.

When Alinea opened six years ago, team
members held two practice-run dinners in
preparation. With Next, they’re planning
at least a half dozen. This time around,
developing dishes might not be as instinc-
tive as at Alinea — half the battle will be in
researching unfamiliar dishes and train-
ing palates. And if you can believe it: In 12
weeks, Escoffier will be a thing of the past.
They’ll scrap the entire menu, recalibrate
their cooking techniques from French to
Thai and repeat the process from scratch.

Call them crazy ambitious or just plain
crazy, but they may be the only chefs in
America who’ve earned the benefit of the
doubt.

kpang@tribune.com

What’s Next? A time-traveling menu

Chef Dave Beran will head Next’s kitchen.
STACEY WESCOTT/TRIBUNE PHOTO

First stop: Escoffier’s
Paris, circa 1906
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Chicken mousse, cucumber, salted pork
belly. STACEY WESCOTT/TRIBUNE PHOTO

Next’s centerpiece course features a nickel-plated press, in which duck jus is extracted, turned into a sauce with cognac and served over duck breast. The antique
press was purchased from a restaurant in Maine for several thousand dollars. ZBIGNIEW BZDAK/TRIBUNE PHOTO

A cocktail, above, from Aviary made with rye, vermouth, mint and lemon is served in a custom glass called a “porthole.” At right, a new-
fangled old-fashioned is encased in a frozen “egg” and cracked with a weighted rubber band. ZBIGNIEW BZDAK/TRIBUNE PHOTOS

Cocktails
aim high
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